National Trends and Disparities in Mammography Among Commercially Insured Women, 2001-2010.
Prior research suggests that mammography declined from 2000 to 2005 and that socioeconomic disparities remained wide. To assess national trends and disparities in mammography among commercially insured women from 2001 to 2010. This study used a longitudinal time series design to examine mammography rates among 5.4 million US women aged 40 to 64 years from 2001 to 2010. Adjusted annual rates stratified by age group (40-49 years/50-64 years) and neighborhood-level socioeconomic characteristics including poverty and race/ethnicity were plotted. Mammography disparities were defined as the absolute percentage difference in adjusted screening rates between population subgroups in a given year. Trends in 2001-2010 screening rates and socioeconomic disparities were fitted as annual percentage changes (APCs) using join point analysis, which can determine changes in trends. Annual and biennial mammogram. Adjusted annual mammography rates among women aged 40 to 49 years increased from 38.5% to 45.5% (0.78% APC, P < .001) over the decade. Among women aged 50 to 64 years, 2001-2004 rates decreased from 49.7% to 47.4% (-0.78% APC, P = .035) and then increased to 51.8% by 2010 (APC of 0.80%, P < .001). Women aged 40 to 49 years had an unchanged high-low neighborhood poverty screening disparity of 11.0% over the decade (APC -0.05%, P = .508). The estimated white-black disparity decreased from 9.6% to 7.7% from 2001 to 2010 (-0.21% APC, P = .042). The white-Hispanic disparity decreased from 9.6% to 6.2% between 2001 and 2003 (APC -1.69%, P = .143) and then to 5.3% by 2010 (APC -0.14%, P = .343). Among women aged 50 to 64 years, estimated high-low poverty and white-black disparities declined (11.0%-9.5% [-0.16% APC, P = .026] and 8.6%-6.3% [-0.26% APC, P = .008], respectively) while the white-Hispanic disparity decreased from 14.9% to 5.4% between 2001 and 2003 (-4.77% APC, P = .023) and was 6.5% by 2010. Mammography increased among women aged 40 to 49 years from 2001 to 2010 and after 2004 among women aged 50 to 64 years. Women from black and Hispanic neighborhoods experienced reduced disparities, but disparities by poverty level changed little.